Refractory enuresis related to alarm therapy.
To clarify refractory enuresis related to alarm therapy, we evaluated the possibility of the prediction of refractory cases, the effectiveness of alarm therapy for cases refractory to pharmacotherapy and the prognosis of non-responders to alarm therapy. First, the effectiveness of alarm therapy in 55 monosymptomatic patients and 29 with daytime symptoms was evaluated. Next, another 37 patients with monosymptomatic nocturnal enuresis were treated by enuresis alarm. Possible predictive factors of therapeutic effect were compared between the 'effective' patients and the 'no-change' patients. The effectiveness of alarm monotherapy for non-responders to pharmacotherapy was evaluated. The prognosis of non-responders to alarm therapy at 6 months was also studied. In the 55 monosymptomatic patients, the total effective rate at 3 months was 59%, while that in the 29 patients with daytime symptoms was only 38%. In the 37 patients with monosymptomatic nocturnal enuresis, there were no significant differences between the effective patients and the no-change patients in possible predictive factors. Even in patients who had previously had pharmacotherapy, the effective rate of alarm therapy was 64%, while it was 57% in patients without previous therapy. The effective rates of DDAVP and imipramine for non-responders to alarm monotherapy were only 25% and 33%, respectively. Daytime symptoms were the only predictive factor of alarm therapy. Alarm therapy was effective for cases refractory to pharmacotherapy. Non-responders to alarm therapy were also refractory to pharmacotherapy.